Alberta Notes

On October 29 the Montreal Gazette published a leading article under the title of "The End of Social Credit." Precisely agreeing with this article was an extract from Robinson Crusoe running as follows -

"All our discontent about what we want appeared to me to spring from the want of thankfulness for what we have."

"Our desire to be more moral than our neighbors is not an original principle, but a kind of comfort to the soul, which is all about the world."

"What happens in banking circles upstairs goes something like this;"

"Banking No. 1. (to Banker No. 2.) "I say, old fellow, there's something wrong: the people are expressing dissatisfaction at the results of our policy.""

"Banker No. 2. "Yes, old man; I had noticed it;"

"Banking No. 1. "It has been keeping me awake o' nights.""

"Banker No. 2. "Well, we'd better slip round to the Prime Minister at once before the mischief gets beyond our control.""

"I suppose there's some reserve taxable capacity that's been overlooked by our fiscal experts."

"Get your hat and come along."

"Let the case in a homely form:-"

"When cats purr they're covered."

"Mr. L. D. Byrne, on his arrival at Quebec, issued a statement on the situation to Press correspondents. The statement is of interest because it shows: (a) that he expresses the opinion that the change in the government of Canada is a blunder. (b) that there is no intention to dictate to the provinces. (c) that the new government is not for the benefit of Canada. (d) that it is a mistake to assume that the Conservative party is the only alternative to Social Credit. (e) that it is a mistake to assume that Social Credit is something identical with Social Credit. (f) that it is a mistake to assume that the Canadian government is a true democracy. (g) that it is a mistake to assume that the government of Canada is a true democracy. (h) that it is a mistake to assume that the government of Canada is a true democracy. (i) that it is a mistake to assume that the government of Canada is a true democracy. (j) that it is a mistake to assume that the government of Canada is a true democracy. (k) that it is a mistake to assume that the government of Canada is a true democracy. (l) that it is a mistake to assume that the government of Canada is a true democracy. (m) that it is a mistake to assume that the government of Canada is a true democracy. (n) that it is a mistake to assume that the government of Canada is a true democracy. (o) that it is a mistake to assume that the government of Canada is a true democracy. (p) that it is a mistake to assume that the government of Canada is a true democracy. (q) that it is a mistake to assume that the government of Canada is a true democracy. (r) that it is a mistake to assume that the government of Canada is a true democracy. (s) that it is a mistake to assume that the government of Canada is a true democracy. (t) that it is a mistake to assume that the government of Canada is a true democracy. (u) that it is a mistake to assume that the government of Canada is a true democracy. (v) that it is a mistake to assume that the government of Canada is a true democracy. (w) that it is a mistake to assume that the government of Canada is a true democracy. (x) that it is a mistake to assume that the government of Canada is a true democracy. (y) that it is a mistake to assume that the government of Canada is a true democracy. (z) that it is a mistake to assume that the government of Canada is a true democracy.

The right of self-government which every Province is supposed to enjoy."

The object of Mr. Byrne's statement is to consolidate unity within Alberta, and to promote unity between Alberta and other Provinces. The economic basis of Alberta and other Provinces is the establishment of this internal and external unity in the establishment of the right of every provincial community to gain access to its own resources and to convert them to the uses that it desires.

Thus, the high-political issue of the balance of power between Dominion and Provincial Legislatures on the one hand and the Provincial Legislatures on the other is our own. We believe that the statement of Mr. Byrne's position is well stated. We believe that the statement of Mr. Byrne's position is well stated and that it will be published in The Ottawa Citizen, and perhaps in other Canadian newspapers.
Alternatively to this line of defence are the other lines suggested in the light of an admirable point of the affair. We shall naturally know some facts, however, which the law must do, and we cannot indulge in any further speculations. We have left it a matter of interest that these may contain an event of wider importance than to the present actions in Edinburgh. In our picture it is the law of libel that is on trial. Mr. Justice Ives, when sentencing Mr. Unwin, remarked that the conduct was in the public interest. The Times, November 13.

To keep the public informed of the facts and the law of libel, that is the function of the fearless and independent journals which we believe are of the utmost importance. That it is not in the public interest that the facts should be concealed, but that they must be made public, is the position of the fearless and independent journals which we believe are of the utmost importance. That it is not in the public interest that the facts should be concealed, but that they must be made public, is the position of the fearless and independent journals which we believe are of the utmost importance.

Armistice Reflections.

By John Grimes.

Last Thursday I listened in the Great Silence. I have not been there before, and I was moved by the tranquility of the scene and the fact that it was so peaceful and free from noise. It was a time of great contemplation and reflection. The silence was broken only by the distant sound of the bells. The atmosphere was one of peace and tranquility. The people were reflecting on the meaning of peace and the importance of maintaining it.

Review.


The Committee has been set up to consider the problems of housing and to make recommendations for the improvement of housing conditions. The Committee has been charged with the responsibility of recommending schemes and proposals for the improvement of housing conditions.
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LETTERS TO THE EDITOR.

PRICE-INCOME SHORTAGE.

Sir,—Mr. N. R. Temperey's most interesting contribution to the controversy on income-shortage and costs is an attempt to cover the situation by his statement that "values of rates and taxes paid by individuals are the nature of the forces of saving, and manufacture requires a large proportion of rates and taxes already paid by consumers of the commodities of the numerous municipal and national services rendered them. These services cost money and must be paid for—indeed even if in a S.C.R. regime.

A. W. COLEMAN.

Sir,—I am well aware that a great deal of money is being paid by consumers of the commodities of the numerous municipal and national services rendered them. These services cost money and must be paid for—indeed even in a S.C.R. regime.

W. R. T. TEMPERLEY.

Nov. 18th, 1937.